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Online-to-Offline (O2O) Commerce &
What is it All About
In 2017, worldwide e-commerce sales totaled $2.3 trillion US dollars.
By 2018, the number surpassed $2.8 trillion, but, this huge number
represents only 11.9% of the global retail market. This means, even
though many people are already shopping on the web, the enormous
majority is still walking into brick-and-mortars to purchase stuffs.
So, how can retailers grab their share of the pie and achieve success
against their competitors?

Tip: By leveraging web marketing channels for your retail
locations!
Read on as we will offer to explain the concept and strategies that will
impact footfall to your physical stores.
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What is O2O Marketing?
By definition, online-to-offline (O2O) marketing is a system that uses
online digital marketing strategies to bring foot traffic into physical
outlets.
For example, a traditional brick-and-mortar or a brand store that sells
products and services can leverage web marketing ideas to get more
walk-in customers. This solution usually entails running contests,
giveaways, promos or sweepstakes on social media.
Targeted potential customers are commonly incentivized to visit the
merchant’s offline premise, after engaging with its web marketing or
advertising campaigns.
Subsequently, the demographic data of store visitors are collected from
the campaigns and attributed back to the different web marketing or
advertising channels. This way, the merchant can study and analyze
what types of web tactics bring them the highest return-on-investment
and run more effective campaigns in the future.
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What is an O2O Model?
This model defines the way retailers use both web and offline channels
as a thorough system to run their businesses. It can be fully customized
to the advantage of retailers by leveraging the power of technology and
creativity.
In the digital space, precise demographic targeting, tracking and
audience engagement can be done, programmatically and at scale.
Using advance technologies, marketing impact for the retailer becomes
much more far-reaching and in-depth.
By combining data from web marketing campaigns, companies and
brands are able to understand its consumer behavior more accurately
and in turn, they are able to manage customer’s expectations better
when they step foot into their outlets.
The most valuable feature in all omni-channel models is tracking and
attribution—the ability to link an online customer to their actions instore.
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What is an O2O Process?
In general, this involves customers paying for their purchase on the web,
but they have to go to a physical premise to enjoy their purchases. In a
typical online-and-offline marketing strategy, you will run campaigns on
the web to find and attract customers, then, bring them into your brickand-mortar with offline redemptions or product sample collections.
For instance, running email marketing or advertising via web channels,
then, using approaches like redeeming coupons or claiming samples at
a local store.
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What is an O2O Platform?
Now, between the web space and your physical shop, you’ll need a
medium to connect with your target customers online and track them
all the way to your location. That’s why you need an O2O platform or
solution.
The right platform to use will have a system to entice your prospective
customers in the digital world to walk into your shop and eventually
buy your service or goods. Besides, all these are done with the focus on
users’ experience, engagement and interactions.
This omni-channel platform can be a website or an app. Some examples
of O2O solutions are like HEMA (a retail app by Alibaba), Mobike
(dockless biking app in China), Groupon, Restaurant.com, and of course,
O2OPlatform.com.
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What is ROPO?
It is believed that ROPO (research online, purchase offline) is a precursor
to O2O. ROPO is a term coined by Google denoting user’s shopping
behavior. Based on insights and analyzed data, electronic touch points
influence a vast majority of in-shop sales. More and more people are
now using the internet to enhance their shopping ways.

ٚٚ 88% of global shoppers research on the internet before
successfully making a purchase on-premise.
ٚٚ In 11 of 12 countries, 9 out of 10 people research virtually will
eventually purchase in-store.
[source: PR News Wire, 2018]

Evidently, understanding these behaviors allows marketers to do more
than provide research points for consumers. This is where O2O comes
in.
Online and offline approaches leverage consumer data to provide a
more sophisticated and seamless ways between real and digital worlds.
Of course, there’s more, which we will go into detail below.
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Online Retailing vs. Offline Retailing
Offline retailing involves selling of products and services through a
storefront location in-person. While web retailers generally enable
selling through digital channels. A brick-and-mortar retailer lets their
customer try out their products before purchase, which sometimes
include professional fitting services.
Web retailers enjoy faster demand-to-sales cycle but slower purchasing
decisions from customers due to the lack of ability to try out stuffs in
real life. On the other hand, competition for the web retailer is tough as
competitors are easily accessible and they are within clicks away.

Online Marketing vs. Offline Marketing
Offline marketing tactics use offline avenues to create awareness of a
company’s products while web marketing involves digital and online
avenues.
More companies, businesses and brands are moving to the web space
for their promotions. However, it is usually a mixed marketing method
that gets success, hence online-and-offline.
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Characteristics of O2O eCommerce
This combines online virtual economy and the real physical world,
thus giving it two distinct characteristics as defined below. Both are
necessary elements for you to improve on your retail strategy.

Web expansion a necessity for shop owners
At this age of digitization, you must expand your web presence. This is
because digital mediums let you collect leads and customer data more
effectively. Also, to harness all the detailed information of purchases or
data on prospective customers that leave without purchasing.
With digital means, you can get access to and target prospective
customers accurately. On the other hand, this game plan is limited
when it comes to a physical channel.

The importance of physical stores
While the benefits of a virtual storefront are many, you can’t deny the
importance of your brick-and-mortar shop too. Over 80% of retail sales
like books, fashion, electronics, and many others are still happening
inside actual stores.
This is because, despite the convenience of e-commerce, the feeling of
trust and satisfaction when a customer sees and touches a product for
real is still a major deciding factor .
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The Breakdown of an O2O Business Model
Marketing environment in the past has allowed the conventional model
to thrive. However, events have changed and the old model these days
somewhat got disrupted by e-commerce.
Companies are taking advantage of technologies such as “just-in-time”
delivery without stocking up, online support, purchasing convenience
and many other benefits.
However, with the rapid development of technology, consumer
behavior has again evolved as well. Now, even e-commerce is becoming
more and more competitive.
Disadvantages like time-to-response, high inventory cost and the
competitiveness of ecommerce are pushing multi-channel commerce
industry to quickly become a popular business model with huge market
potential.
With this in mind, you must adopt these new tactics to seize your
market share and interact with your customers promptly in order to
gain new growth momentum.
Below is a model showing the connection between web and offline
channels. Now, both are carrying equal weight in the omni-channel
model.
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O2O Commerce: The challenges of an
online-to-offline business and how to
overcome them
Breaking the traditional enterprise
Nobody likes change.
The traditional business model has been established for many
decades. Adopting multi-channel means breaking the solid structure
of a conventional enterprise—from traditional sales channels to an
execution plan.
The retail industry’s outdated thinking of how we used to make money
has to go and decision-makers need to understand the profit pattern of
an online-and-offline strategy.
You have to be clear that these things need time to show results and
prove its effectiveness. Below are some points to consider:

ٚٚ Practical ways to bring physical-world promotions and sales
onto the internet
ٚٚ Understanding key sales drivers
ٚٚ Knowing the most effective channels
ٚٚ Selecting the right index to measure results
ٚٚ Promotional campaigns and activities that work
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Changing user flow led by habits
For years, users have been led by a fixed set of consumption habits.
Customers feel more at ease at a local store when they browse for
products. This makes them more willing to spend money in a brick and
mortar compared to making their orders online.
To change this user flow and to persuade the change of this consumer’s
behavior, there are certain factors you’ll need to consider.

ٚٚ Commodity prices
ٚٚ Emotional care
ٚٚ Price vs experience
The traditional user flow is simple: it is straightforward but slow.
Turn a visitor into a buyer> turn the buyer into a regular > make them a
VIP member
Consumers who purchase online, on the other hand, can’t experience
the face-to-face service of a real-life store assistant.
An online user flow could look like this.

ٚٚ Make a website visitor stay > turn the visitor into a purchaser
We all know that these days, there is little shopper loyalty. Moreover, be
it digital or in-store, churn rate is high.
Combining in-store commerce and digital promos, a user journey could
go one way or another, with a lot of variables. A typical one would look
like this.
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ٚٚ Convince an online visitor to stay > turn the visitor into a
purchaser> make her come back to the website> turn her into
walk-in client > convert the walk-in to a regular
Despite different user flows and long journeys, you’ll notice that you
can yield better results with this new user strategy. This is because your
audience segments grow more extensively on the Internet.
By focusing on reducing the churn rate, you’ll be on the right track
to solve the challenge of retaining customers from a large pool of
prospects.
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The cost performance of online vs. offline
The Cost Performance Index (CPI) is a method used to assess earned
value over the actual cost of your products and services.
In other words, it refers to the ability of your products to deliver its
performance for its price.
Generally, products with lower price/performance ratio are more
desirable.
Thus, when it comes to e-commerce, there are a few significant
points in the shopping experience that could quickly impact the cost
performance.
One consideration is in the missing early appreciation and cognition
of new products. Without seeing and feeling the products physically,
there’s a cold touch to the entire ecommerce shopping experience.
With this in mind, you’ll need to think what activities in the physical
world that can be used to replace the e-commerce experience.
Due to the cold online shopping feel of e-commerce, consumers
become more calculative. Every price differential is being calculated
while the real value of the product and service are not fully appreciated.
This calls for a need to flatten the effects of online and offline shopping
experience with a better or personalized experience for your consumer
segment.
Omni-channel, when done right, is the answer to the trials of these cost
performance factors.
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Logistics, inventory & supply chain management
The multi-channel model focuses on online and real-world experiences.
It lacks in the department of delivery services and commodity
experience, thus, retaining or increasing user’s trust is a challenge.
Secondly, it emphasizes a high degree of localization and requires
durable process flows to support the volatile multi-channel commerce.
What about market positioning, market demand, quality assurance, and
user consumption habits? These are the areas that need to be looked
into when evaluating, planning and implementing your combined
online and brick-and-mortar sales models.

Knowing which in-store visit came from which online
promos
Online-to-offline attribution is one of the most important KPIs in the
process.
The question about effectiveness, regarding the channels you market in,
tactics and software invested, data warehouse, and predictive solutions,
never fall far from an omni-channel playbook.
Otherwise, you wouldn’t know:

ٚٚ How many consumers still want to shop in my physical stores
ٚٚ Why would consumers walk into my retail store
ٚٚ Who and what types of visitors shop at my store
Ultimately, do people still want to shop at my brick-and-mortar?
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Subsequently, this attribution should include, but not limited to:

ٚٚ How many patrons walk in today because of a specific
campaign executed online?
ٚٚ Which ones were hooked in by which specific messaging?
ٚٚ How much does it cost to acquire an online client?
ٚٚ What is the cost performance of a specific product and service?
As most businesses do not create the online and offline solution by
themselves, this means choosing a platform that fits your goals, needs
and requirements are the keys to your implementation success.
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Developing an O2O business
Although many companies have made the multi-channel business look
simple, they are in fact not. But to say it is difficult, that isn’t true too.
Online-to-offline commerce can be pretty straightforward and
you can always start simple and improve over time. Here are some
considerations when developing a multi-channel strategy.

Data architecture
Data is the primary component of an omni-channel retail business. In
this area, there are two key factors to overcoming the challenges of an
online-and-offline business model.
Big data allows you to have comprehensive insights of the customers
for your company. This allows you to research and understand them
better (consumer segments or products and services), which in turn
helps in the future expansion of your business.
With sufficient data, you can implement predictive analytics that allows
you to learn from your past campaigns, research insights to user buying
patterns, and strategize for your next omni-channel go-to-market plans.
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Caveat
Commonly, companies fail in omni-channel implementation when
getting all their collected info into the data warehouse at once due to
time and capital investment. Furthermore, this action is yet to bring
business results as at the beginning of data collection, the system has
yet to identify what works and what does not.
Big data solutions need some time to build upon the feedback loop so
that insights become more actionable.
To overcome this, you will need to implement data warehousing
together with your marketing efforts. Over time, with more data coming
into the system, the results become clearer and more defined. Using
this, businesses can make more informed decisions and take actions
with better results. Then, you can see the returns on your investment,
allowing your team to prioritize and re-strategize for effectiveness.

Personalization
Consumer data is your trump card. With it, you can personalize your
online and offline sales, for each consumer.
How do you go about using those information?

ٚٚ You can use it to search and identify different buyer personas.
ٚٚ Analyze the insights for the best products and services to
recommend to the right target, at the right time and location.
And you can do it all in real time in conjunction with the purchasing
history of your consumers. Such personalized recommendation and
messages are a compelling way to appeal to your demographic.
Based on their interest and behaviors, you will individualize your oneto-one messaging, making it super effective. With the right delivery
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channel, it completes the entire buying cycle of your targeted audience.
Sounds like a lot of efforts for one buyer? Of course not, with
technology, you can replicate the same tactics for all your different
buyer segments with personalized promo messages for each of them.

Why Customer Persona?
A customer persona is an almost fictional representation of your ideal
buyers, based on real metrics and market research on them. With this
built-up persona, you can group your consumers with similar shopping
patterns and interests, then, using the persona to plan your O2O go-tomarket strategy.
Strategizing your promotions using customer persona has enormous
benefits.

Source: Altitude Labs
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Engaging web customer segments
Here are some examples of how you can engage web consumers with
effective targeted and personalized ads.
Targeting game type ad to gain access to the audience that plays
games.

Directing specific video ads based on past browsing history.

Provide interactive options to your target audience to personalize
their ad experience.
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Driving footfall to store
With your tactics via online campaigns, you can link them to your offline
channels. For example, running an online survey that leads the visitor to
your nearest brick-and-mortar for gift or coupon redemption.
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Online-to-offline (O2O) Strategies to
Grow your Retail Business
How to build an O2O strategy for retail?
Imagine that you’re looking for a piece of jewelry to surprise your
girlfriend or looking for a cool sunshade for your husband.
You want to look for the best option by comparing items from different
stores and brands before purchasing. So you go to the web and search
for it. But still, you’d also want to see and feel the actual item you want
to buy.
This is where your O2O plan best fills the gap. So where do we begin?
You start by looking into what is already working and what is not.
Here are a few things you can consider in terms of customer experience:

ٚٚ How do sales take care of the customers in-store?
ٚٚ How are they being walked through the product?
ٚٚ What is the check-out procedure like for them?
ٚٚ How are special requests being handled?
If you have an online store, you will ask yourself what’s missing? And
what’s already working?. Always focus to make it seamless for your
prospects to buy something from your store, whether it’s online or off.
If you’re looking to start a store online or provide a web experience to
your brick-and-mortar, you can use omni-channel platforms or O2O
companies to get started. You will need to begin by mapping your
potential customer’s shopping experience. Then you look for gaps to fill
in, with either through your physical store or online store.
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Here’s an example of a buyer’s journey through the O2O process.

[Source: www.internetsearchinc.com]
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How does an O2O strategy work?
At present, the reality of the retail industry is that shoppers are
empowered by technology and information to get almost anything they
want, anywhere, and at the convenience and comfort of their personal
space.
So what else is there for retailers to do?
Shoppers today are seeking tailored and personalized buying
encounters. In other words, it means something that allows them to
leave good reviews about you, share their encounter with others and
come back for more of the same positive feeling.
To achieve that, you need data analytics and insights.

Customer Analytics is the primary factor to the works and success of
an online and offline marketing strategy.
Demographic data like zip code and age is no longer enough for staying
ahead of the competition. We’re talking about valuable information
such as neighborhood age groups, average earnings, buying power,
education levels, professional status, buying intent, preferences and
many more.
With geographical data, we can leverage location intelligence to attract
and keep customers, and to inspire shoppers.
For instance, by geo-targeting your prospect, you could personalize a

marketing message based on their geographical location in real-time.
The affair can be further enhanced, tailored based on the shoppers’
profile. Such customized features can also include online price
comparison, downloading of virtual coupons for collection at a store
location. This will close the buying loop from online to offline, and at the
same time, track detailed performance and attribution metrics of the
26

campaign.
To localize and personalize your message with the aim of making
customer experience wonderful, your targeted segment has to be well
defined. In order to do this, it starts off with collection of data from
initial marketing campaigns and this data can be reused to make future
campaigns better and better.
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Examples of O2O Strategies
It is up to you now to seize the opportunity by adjusting your approach
and design experiences for your specific buyer segments.
Here are some examples you could adopt. However, it is important to
remember that it’s all about who your purchasers are.

ٚٚ Give a digital dimension to your tangible products
Place a tag on your tangibles that link to digital content. By scanning
a QR code on the tag with their phones, consumers can get instant
content related to the product. This is especially useful for the fashion
or art industries where you enrich customers’ walk-in experience with
more meaningful content of the item they may potentially buy.

ٚٚ Breathing life into your virtual icons
Selling real-life items that are previously only found online, i.e., LINE
stickers are turned into plushie dolls at their brick-and-mortar. So,
besides selling digital stickers, shoppers can now also own the cute
range of LINE actual dolls as well.

ٚٚ Virtual coupons for physical outlets
Once, there was Groupon. During its heydays, people rush to download
and print virtual coupons for all sorts of promotions for restaurants,
spas, and many other stuffs.
Now, couponing has evolved to be more enriching, interactive and
seamless with apps and gamification.

ٚٚ Pop-up stations for web orders
Topshop mastered this tactic by partnering up with ShangPin when
they entered the Beijing retail market.
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Rather than opening a brick-and-mortar outlet and fight with the
locally strong competitors, they did a strategic partnership by placing
pop-up stations equipped with giant iPhones, loaded with Topshop
fashion and styled by Shangping.
The mobile purchasing adventure includes sharing looks on social
media and order items for delivery.

What are the O2O Success Factors?
Innovation and technology has brought ample opportunities for O2O
commerce. There are multiple reasons why O2O will continue to prevail
in the shopper marketing industry, and by which we will cover some of
them below.

The Speed & Sophistication of Data & Analytics
An O2O strategy is mostly about data. To effectively bring online
shoppers to offline retailers, you have to use analytics effectively. The
better you understand your buyers, the more useful the data you can
collect and it will be easy to sell them more stuffs in the future.
Thankfully, obtaining valuable buyers’ info with data science is fast
and sophisticated. So with more refined data, you can bring about
a seamless and improved buyer’s journey. This in turn will make a
stronger impression of the brand of your product and services.

The Convenience of Location-Based Services
Mobile is one of the fastest scaling technologies to date. With the
convenience of mobile in everyone’s hand, many retailers and brands
can attract more in-store targeted shoppers with creative locationbased advertising campaigns.
Thanks to the mobile platform and available insights that come with
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it, you can be with your prospects almost throughout their entire
shopper’s journey. Constant meaningful engagements at the most
relevant time for them will lead to higher conversion and buyer
satisfaction.

The Ease of Personalization
At the present day, we’re living in a hyper-connected world with
hyper-connected consumers. Delivering intimate experience to your
customers is super important.
What’s more, it has to be delivered authentically so that you appear
genuine. This allows them to feel valued and appreciated.

ٚٚ 81% of consumers want brands to understand them better
and know when and when not to approach them. (Source:
Accenture)
ٚٚ Over 55% of marketers use a combination of insights and buyer
feedback to make decisions on how to personalize promotional
messages. (Source: BrightEdge)
ٚٚ 94% of marketers focus on data and analytics capabilities,
personalization technologies, and customers’ profile
management to deliver intimate and highly personalized
experience. (Source: Forrester)
Thankfully we have metrics and customer feedback with powerful deep
learning algorithms to churn out insightful information. This allows
delivery of highly precise marketing campaigns for specific target
segment.
To create content that engages and delight the targeted demographic,
retailers need to focus on a few key things: the customer’s behavior and
also to understand them at a granular level.
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This calls for the organization to realign its business goals by placing
users’ experience as the bottom-line initiative.

Flexible and Secure Payment Technology
One of the most revolutionary inventions for the finance industry to
date is probably the blockchain: a decentralized, distributed and public
digital ledger.
This technology allows digital information to be distributed but not
copied, therefore each individual piece of information will only have one
owner. This means transactions can now be highly secured. This allows
all sorts of payment applications such as digital wallets, e-banking, etc.
With the advancement of tech in security, more people will be
comfortable with high-value transactions, thus increasing the volume of
online commerce.
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8 Ways to Embrace O2O Retail Marketing
Increase customer online loyalty – with programs and
rewards to be redeemed offline
Engaging with and maintaining constant contact with your online
audience is the first step to impact customer loyalty. There are some
easy yet creative methods that you can deploy to do this.
For instance, you could run incentivized online surveys. When your
customers receive their rewards after participating in the poll, they can
visit your nearest store to redeem the incentive. This way, you will also
raise your brand awareness, making it always be “top-of-mind” amongst
your customers.
This is a good example where you can concurrently collect valuable info
from your targeted audience too.

Create a strong web presence
Part of O2O tactics is about reaching out and engaging with your
audience online. As such, you need to maximize your web presence
either through a strong social media outreach, your emailing list, a
website or maybe even an e-commerce store. Any of these online
channels can be used to offer product or service news, give out freebies,
answering questions and even chat. This will engage your audience and
further promote your brand.
By turning your audience into raving fans, your followers will help
spread the word on your business through “word-of-mouth”. In
fact, friends-recommending-friends is the best and most effective
marketing technique to have.
Another major benefit is that it is totally free.
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Omnichannel Presence

Depending on your business type and demographic, you will need
create the marketing channels or social media accounts accordingly.
Try to connect with your audience through platforms such as LinkedIn,
Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. Each of these platforms has its own
audience demographics that may be appealing to each of your buyer’s
persona groups.
The way to select the channels is to understand your targeted
customers—where do they usually spend time online and where do
they get information about your products or services.
These social media accounts should be part of your engagement
strategy. Using the platform, you’d want to build a certain level of
credibility among your target fans or followers.
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Business Listings

Google My Business (formerly known as Google Places) is an online
listing for local businesses. It is one of the most important lists you need
to be on now.

ٚٚ 73% of all online activities are related to local content (Google)
ٚٚ 82% of local searchers follow up with a phone call or show up on
your doorstep (TMP/comScore)
To make sure you have a good listing, you need to complete filling in
the fields in the Google My Business form. You can follow these steps to
add, verify and include your business on Google Maps.
Once your listing is approved, your retail outlet can be found in local
organic search results in Google. If your listing is optimized for certain
keyword search phrases related to your business, then you will get a
good flow of consumers finding your website on Google (which is FREE)
and coming to your physical store.
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Rich media, location-based & personalized advertising
To further engage your audience, your multi-channel marketing plan
can start with rich-media and personalized advertising, based on your
targeted demographic’s location.
For example, let’s say you own a restaurant and it’s at a business district.
Consequently, you want to conduct an incentivized online survey
among your existing patrons.
You’d want to target the advertisement to the crowd who is in the
vicinity in the morning and probably have visited your store. Then you’d
want them to complete the survey and walk-in in the afternoon to
redeem their lunch reward.
Rich media advertising is highly engaging and by combining geotargeting and personalized messaging, it can create impactful results
for your business.

Flexible payment methods
Paying items online with a credit card is the standard strategy. However,
more people are embracing digital wallets these days. To ensure your
omnichannel marketing becomes a hit , you’d want to offer different
ways for the clients to pay.
Equally important, you should consider cash-on-delivery or pickup on
top of online payments and e-wallets too.

Flexible Delivery/Pickup
In an online-to-offline framework, logistics is one of the areas most
companies overlook. It is an essential step in providing exceptional
customer experience. Increasingly, BOPIS or “buy-online-pickup-instore” is a fulfillment option that is gaining popularity.
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This option is also useful to target the potentials who are still slightly
skeptical towards purchasing online. By allowing them to pick up their
items in-store themselves, they are also likely to make more purchases
from websites or mobile apps.
This is because the more reasons you give them to trust you, the more
likely they are to order from you.

Integrate IoT/AR/VR
Today, many real estate agencies have moved to virtual reality (VR) to
sell their properties off the plan. Beside real estate, in many markets like
retail, you can also use VR to administer an exceptional virtual shopping
experience for your buyers.
Taking a step further, augmented reality (AR) allows you to connect the
online and offline worlds as well. This way you will give an even more
engaging experience for your customers.
A perfect example of an innovative AR application in O2O commerce is
by Sephora.
In 2017, Sephora launched a dedicated AR app that lets users virtually
try different makeup products from the comfort of their home. This way,
the shoppers will know which products to pick up at the store.
According to the company, since the launch of the app, 200 million
shades have been tried. Talk about getting creative for success!
If you think VR/AR is a bit overwhelming, you can do a simple
IoT(Internet of Things) integration. For instance, you can install a tablet
in a fashion retail store’s changing room to help buyers get fashion
ideas or request for size and colors.
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Gamification
Collecting points online after playing games or performing specific
tasks, then redeem your rewards using the points. This is common.
In fact, this online marketing technique that brings shoppers to your
physical store is nothing new. Retail gamification is actually a thing.
Here are a couple of examples.

Mini Game

Scratch Card

With retail gamification, you’re not just increasing your sales, but you’re
also enhancing customer engagement and raise retention. According
to Business Harvard Review, “increasing customer retention rate by 5%
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increases profits by 25% to 95%.” These numbers are quite significant
and results like this will add up profitably when combined with other
methods.

Robotics & automation
To talk about using automation and robotics for your omnichannel
initiatives, we need to use examples.
In early 2018, Zara launched a new concept store in London with
smart mirrors, self-checkout, and automated robotic arm system. The
computerized arm allows customers to retrieve their click-and-collect
orders quickly.
In 2017, Suning achieved US$15 million sales on Singles day, thanks to
their unstaffed stores, automated logistic solutions, and delivery robots.
Consequently, it has raised manual work efficiency by five times while
achieving goods-to-people—a way that boosts customer experience
score compared to people-to-goods.

Summary
O2O retail will continue to develop faster than any of us can imagine.
With the advancement of technologies and innovation, many shopper
marketing tactics have become more creative and sophisticated, be it
offline or online.
However, ultimately, it is not the tech, but buyers and their behaviors
that are driving the change in the retail market. With this in mind, it’s
always a safer bet to invest in understanding your prospects both in
the online and offline space when you work on your multi-channel
marketing approaches.
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Final Note & Recap
Advantages of O2O commerce
ٚٚ Brand Reputation with a connected web presence and brick
and mortar shop
ٚٚ Better shopper experience with web support after in-store sales
ٚٚ Additional traffic and new customer segment when online
prospects search for stuffs using search engines
ٚٚ Enhance customer loyalty
ٚٚ Increase revenue at offline shops
ٚٚ Accelerate speed to market by faster, cheaper and more
targeted online reach
ٚٚ Obtain enriched audience data, attributions metrics and
actionable insights
ٚٚ You can create highly individualized experiences for your
targeted demographic
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Challenges of O2O commerce
ٚٚ Changing the mindset of decision-makers to adopt the new
money-making O2O commerce
ٚٚ Breaking the retail industry’s traditional user consumption
habits
ٚٚ Understanding the differences between offline and online
sales, and then smoothen the variances with creativity and
technologies
ٚٚ O2O model should include your logistics, supply chain and
inventory management system
ٚٚ Get the most appropriate solution for tracking/attributions to fit
your business goals
ٚٚ Data is the new currency in a successful online-to-offline model.
It enables accurate predictions, and persona building through
an understanding of consumer behavior, interest and buying
patterns
ٚٚ Get innovative with reaching out, contacting and engaging your
targeted audience segments online
ٚٚ Eventually, craft and design a close looped marketing cycle that
drives foot traffic from online channels to your offline stores
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O2O strategies for retail
ٚٚ Enhance online loyalty with programs plus offline rewards
ٚٚ Build internet presence to tap into different online buyer
segments
ٚٚ Invest into rich media, location-based, and personalized
advertising
ٚٚ Provide flexible payment methods to boost shopping experience
ٚٚ Offer different ways of delivery or pickup of goods to build
customer trusts
ٚٚ Integrate IoT/AR/VR capabilities for immersing customer
experiences
ٚٚ Innovate your tactics with interaction and gamification to
differentiate yourself
ٚٚ Implement robotics & automation to enhance the shopper
experience
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